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A compact, easy to read, user manual for the CAEN SY527 high voltage crate currently located in the
test lab. This manual includes basic information of the crate, basic outline of the java based graphical user
interface (GUI), the current set up of test cables, and side thoughts/shortcuts to save time. This is not a
developers manual and should only be used as an introduction to the High voltage GUI, so anyone can use

it within an hour of reading.



Basic Model Information

The Model in use is the CAEN SY527 HV crate. The crate can be remotely controlled via a java GUI
located on a Linux computer, or via the crate LED display at the front. Note; these LED’s are in very bad
condition, and thus the front panel is very difficult to read, and the button system is incredibly tedious.

The two high voltage (HV) crates communicates to a computer via old “High speed CAENET” cables.
These cables are oriented in a daisy chain fashion, which is then connected to a port server. This is probably
why you need to turn on both crates in order for the GUI to work. You won’t need to worry about the
orientation of these cables, so long as they are plugged into a server.

The voltage created from the crate itself is negative. At the time of creating this document. The high-
est voltage that has been successfully attempted is 1900V, however the crate can likely go higher.

Basic GUI information

If you have time I suggest reading this entire section. if not skim through the BOLD text and skip to
Booting the High Voltage GUI

This section is best understood with the assistance of Figure 1 and Figure 2 in the Appendix (or the
GUI booted on a monitor).

When the Java GUI is fully loaded there will be: (See In Figure 1)

– 2 Tabs in the upper left corner, “sbscdet:2009” and “sbscdet:2012”.
These two tabs determine which crate is being used (9 and 12 respectively).

– 10 Tabs (S0-S9) also in the upper left corner.

These Tabs determine which card you are performing the operation on. (a card being what you see in
Figure 2)

Now for the Columns and their functions, important columns are Boldface.

1. Ch name: The name of the channel: The format of channel is “L(tab number).(Channel number)”
for example: Card 9 channel 13 would be L9.13

2. Ce En: A simple check box. if checked the channel is enabled, and disabled if unchecked.
sometimes an alarm can be cleared by clicking these on and off, these will be discussed later.

3. Imon ma: Displays the monitored current only on channel 24 in µa . This is because there is only
an ammeter (current measuring device) on the main High Voltage Channel.

4. Vmon V: This is the column you’re going to be looking at most of the time when working with this
system. This monitors and reads the measured voltage from the crate. Warning: The voltage read
in the GUI has 10 seconds of delay to the actual voltage being output by the pins.
This is important to note because the GUI sometimes gives you a “Silence Alarm”. This alarm indicates
that the GUI is not monitoring a voltage from the crate (which we’ve established take a few seconds to
update). This is a normal occurrence, click the flashing red light and it will go away in a few seconds.
Patience is key.

5. V0 Set: This allows you to set your desired voltage. The Vmon V column will normally be within
1-5 volts of your desired voltage. This channel also requires a few seconds to update after you have
inputted your new voltage.
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6. I0 Set: all channel 24’s should have this set at 13.0, don’t worry about this channel.

7. CH Stat: for the regular user don’t worry about this channel. The numbers change from “0000” to
“0001” when channel enabled. It has some other functions which can be found at [1].

8. SVMax V: This setting allows you to change the maximum allowed voltage. This a couple seconds
to update, just make sure you keep track of how many 0’s you put in and nobody gets electrocuted.

9. RUP/RDN v/s: This parameter you can set to how fast you’d like your voltage to change. It’s mostly
set default to 100 V/s. This seems to work fine.

10. Trip S: if this value is set to 1000.0, There will be no software intervention to over-current. For our
purposes this is fine, due to hardware fail-safes, so set it to 1000.0 and leave it.

11. Flag N: Don’t worry about this hexadecimal number. if you’re a developer you shouldn’t be reading
this user guide anyway.

Booting the High Voltage (HV) GUI

The HV crate itself cannot be powered on remotely, it can only powered through turning
a key towards the “LOCAL ON” position. The high voltage GUI will only load if the crates have
the ”Check Passed” LED powered, and if both crates are powered. I REPEAT. BOTH CRATES
MUST BE POWERED AND HAVE THE CHECK PASSED LED (one of those LED’s is broken,
so just turn both of them on at the same time).

To access the HV GUI, one must be on the Jlab network and access the computer via ssh. If you’re
unfamiliar with the term UNIX or ssh, please seek assistance from anyone in the lab not wearing a hardhat.

STOP: if you are using a desktop computer located in the lab with “Linux Redhat”, Skip to “ssh
highv@hvsrv3” (with a terminal open of course).

If you’re running from an external Microsoft computer I recommend booting a Linux OS before connecting.
If you intend to operate on a Mac, download and install “XQuartz” before connecting to the Jlab server.

Open up a terminal

– “ssh -Y -X JlabUserName@login.jlab.org”

– password “MyGenericPassword123”

– “ ssh highv@hvsrv3”

– password “cebaF111”

once you’ve gained access to the server. you must access the directory slowc and run the executable TEST
file.

– “cd slowc”

– “./hvs TEST”

The GUI itself requires a minute to boot in its entirety. So long as the first several next items in the terminal
aren’t errors, it should boot fine.
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Modifying and Running HV GUI

For any user skimming this manual please note the following tip: CHANNEL 24 IS THE MAIN HIGH
VOLTAGE CHANNEL. ERGO: CHANNELS 0-23 WON’T WORK UNLESS CHANNEL 24
IS ENABLED, AND SILENCE ALARMS ARE NOT A BIG DEAL.
Let’s run through an example.
Suppose the GUI is running. You wish to power Crate 12, Card 9, Channel 13 to 1800V. This is what you
must do

1. At the top left corner switch to “sbscdet:2012”

2. Switch to tab “S9”

3. Scroll down to channel 24 (L9.24): Make sure SVMax V is equal to or greater than 1800V and change
V0 Set to 1800V (This may take a few seconds to refresh)

4. On channel 13 (L9.13): set SVMax V to something greater than 1800V nd change V0 Set to 1800V
(This may take a few seconds to refresh)

5. Check off enable channel 24 (This may take a few seconds to refresh, and sometimes gives you a
Silence Alarm. Just click it and it will be fine)

6. Check off enable channel 13

7. You will see VMon V on both channel 24 and 13 be 1800V after about 10 seconds

Powering Down GUI and Crate

Powering down the High Voltage crates is simple.

1. Power off all enabled channels by unchecking the “CH En” box

2. Click the “x” at the top of the Java GUI to exit

3. Turn the keys in both crates to the High Voltage crates to “OFF”

4. Wait 5 minutes before modifying connections to crate

Most importantly: EXITING THE JAVA GUI DOES NOT TURN OFF ANY ENABLED HIGH
VOLTAGE CHANNELS.
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Orientation of Test Cables

When dealing with the test cables (these may be obsolete by the time you are reading this) , take note of this:

ALWAYS WAIT 5 MINUTES BEFORE TOUCHING THE BACK OF THE HV CRATE
AFTER POWER DOWN

Due to short notice, there are currently only 4 test cables which lead to 2 connectors, which must be
placed into a single card. (See Figure 2: a connector corresponds to one of the grey rectangles, and a card
is the combination of two connectors.)
Plugging these connectors in is relatively simple. Make sure the high voltage is off for a few minutes, then
screw them in all the way, noting that there’s only one physical way to plug them in correctly (i.e.
the pins will go into blank plastic holes if done incorrectly). Once plugged (screwed) in, these connectors
will correspond to 4 channels; Channels 0,6,12,18 (See Figure 2 to see where these correspond to). There
is currently a temporary labeling system (using black and yellow electrical tape and Zipties) for the other
end of each of these cables. It is as follows:

Top Connector. (connected by black Ziptie)

– Channel 0: Black and Yellow tape

– Channel 6: Yellow tape

Bottom Connector (Connected by white Ziptie)

– Channel 12: No tape

– Channel 18: Black tape

Bad Channels and Other Basic Tips

Currently there is only 1 “Bad” channel. That is Crate 12, Card 4, Channel 16. Where it will always read
2400V despite not being turned on.
Some basic errors I’ve come across are:

1. Channels 0-23 will never output voltage above channel 24, and will always be within 900V of channel
24

2. Following suite, because this tip deserves to be in the manual twice. CHANNELS 0-23 WON’T
WORK UNLESS CHANNEL 24 IS ENABLED

3. Trip Alarms: can sometime occur when a channel is enabled and you’re turning the V0 Set parameter
down significantly (a couple hundred volts). This is due to the GUI delay in the VMon V.

4. When attempting to boot the HV GUI remotely. “remove ./hvs lockfile” appears. This is because you
have not powered the high voltage on the front of the crate.

5. Any “Cannot process request” errors in the GUI when adjusting the V0 Set parameter is probably
because you’re trying to set it higher than SVMax V. Adjust SVMax V and retry.
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Appendix

Figure 1: Screenshot of HV GUI as of June 13 2016
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Figure 2: Pin Labeling System [2]
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